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Abstract
This article examines the hybrid cultural geographies of indigenous video with Donna Haraway’s 
visual strategy of diffraction. Drawing on ethnographic inquiry, one particular video is explored 
from three different perspectives. First, a festival audience celebrates how the video represents 
place-based belonging, the joys of collective labor, and indigeneity. Second, a geographical analysis 
articulates the transnational circuits of advocacy and collaborative practices of knowledge 
production that shaped this video and its subsequent travels. Third, an extended conversation with 
the video maker about his target audience reveals a political intervention not visible from the first 
two angles of analysis. When diffracted, this thrice-told story about one video provides lessons 
about the potential for indigenous video to decolonize scholarly authority.
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Introduction
Comunicadores indigenas1 use video technologies to tell experience-based and community- 
centered stories. Their videos often respond to the structural and symbolic marginalization of 
indigenous peoples, places and practices, usually by showcasing cultural resilience, territorial 
integrity, political determination, and economic necessity. Characterized by a capacity to ‘shape 
counter-discourses and engender alternative public spheres,’2 indigenous videos contribute to 
ethnopolitical struggles to transform state-society relations, reconfigure national identities, and 
redefine development. To undertake their oppositional cultural work indigenous media makers 
‘revisit, contribute to, borrow from, critique, and reconfigure ethnographic film conventions, at 
the same time operating within and stretching the boundaries created by these conventions.’ 
Michelle Raheja observes how this appropriative exchange creates and occupies a ‘space between 
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resistance and compliance.’ She conceptualizes their visual practices as ‘visual sovereignty’ and 
argues that with this methodology indigenous filmmakers draw upon and deconstruct ‘white-
generated representations of indigenous people.’ The hybridity of indigenous media makers’ visu-
alizations allows them to intervene on behalf of ‘indigenous cultural and political power both 
within and outside of Western legal jurisprudence.’3 Visual sovereignty is one of many indigenous 
methodologies designed to decolonize knowledge production. Messing with colonial categories 
and related research conventions in this way helps to undermine stereotypes. It also encourages 
researchers to learn how not to see with ‘imperial eyes.’4
Inspired by this decoloniality, I have argued elsewhere that indigenous video is a post-colonial 
technoscience characterized by multiple sites of coproduction and transnational circuits of exhibi-
tion.5 Like any technoscientific intervention, such hybrid knowledge production is situated. 
Indigenous videos grow out of specific organizational geographies, marked by particular intellec-
tual genealogies. For example, although crafted to challenge the visual economies created in the 
colonial era and continued by Latin American states, many indigenous media projects emerge out 
of cultural programming orchestrated by reformers working in state institutions during the late 
1980s and 1990s. Since that time, state support for indigenous video production has dwindled. But 
individual artists, local and regional organizations, and transnational coalitions arose out of, and 
continue to be buoyed by, intellectual and institutional currents similar to those that designed and 
delivered government programs. Comprised of people who self-identify as indigenous and those 
who don’t, these media collectives operate pragmatically in pursuit of the production and dissemi-
nation of indigenous media. Sometimes they work apart from, and other times alongside, various 
state agencies.6
In this article, I study the unruly cultural geographies of hybrid knowledge production by situat-
ing an indigenous video titled Dulce Convivencia/Sweet Gathering. This 18-minute video docu-
ments traditions practiced in the community of the Mixe man from Oaxaca, Mexico who made it. 
Before going further, I should disclose that I have known the video maker, Filoteo Gómez Martínez 
for longer than a decade; we’ve been married for almost nine years; we share computers, cameras, 
a home, and a son. Like his family, friends, and associates, I call him Filo. Filo entered the organi-
zational arena of indigenous video production after we married, and his acquisition of video skills 
overlapped with my longitudinal ethnographic study of indigenous media making in Oaxaca. The 
consequential ethnographic intimacy may make some readers uncomfortable. Our proximity 
underscores how speaking for others entails selective silence and – ideally – intensifies expecta-
tions of fidelity and accountability. Given my circumstances, I avoid asserting a masterful meaning 
of Dulce Convivencia; rather, I aim to tell the most polyvocal story I can about Filo’s video.
To do this I begin with diffraction, Donna Haraway’s cyborgian strategy of visualization.7 To 
suggest how this concept helps to decolonize hybridity, I review how Haraway formulates diffrac-
tion by telling two overlapping stories about a photograph of an indigenous man videotaping. Then 
I explain how and why I take Haraway’s methodology of diffraction a step further. Instead of jux-
taposing two readings that could be construed as binaries, I draw on a decade of ethnographic 
inquiry to articulate Dulce Conviencia from three different perspectives. I start by examining the 
reception of Dulce Conviencia at festivals focused on indigenous media. Festival audiences laud 
Filo’s representation of place-based indigeneity as a celebration of belonging and collective self-
reliance. But they can’t see the geographies of its production. I address this gap with a geographic 
analysis of Dulce Convivencia. I locate the hybrid knowledge production practices that gave rise to 
Filo’s video, and trace the transnational circuits of exhibition that continue to shape its travels. 
Another scholar’s argument that the video romanticizes indigenous communities initiates the final 
‘take’ on Dulce Convivencia. Filo responds to this critique by identifying his target audience and 
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explaining how and why he tailored his video for these viewers. His response politicizes his media-
tion of place in ways not visible in the first two interpretations.
After this three-part story I consider the diffraction among these three understandings of Dulce 
Convivencia. One video can have many meanings and it is difficult to prioritize one valuation over 
others. They all matter in different ways; plus the entanglements among these meanings and values 
make it impossible to isolate them from one another. Diffracted stories contribute to the decoloni-
zation of hybrid knowledge production by not only revealing disconnects, but also common – and 
uneven – grounds.
Hybridity
Given how collaboration in the name of decolonization is inherent to the production of indigenous 
videos, the concept of hybridity seems ideally suited to the task of sketching the contours of indig-
enous video. The theoretical relocations of hybridity highlight the transgression of colonial catego-
ries of analysis and administration. They also disrupt hegemonic formulations of nation and race. 
At its best, hybridity problematizes sites/cites/sights of power, knowledge, and visibility with an 
insistence on impurity and mingling.8 Hybridity has been especially useful for conceptualizing the 
technoscientific geographies that complicate nature-society relations. Regardless of its theoretical 
leverage, however, when not informed by everyday socio-economic relations and the geopolitical 
positions shaping them, notions of hybridity lend themselves to commodification, racialization, 
and state cooptation.9 Hybridity claims require caution, especially when discussing indigeneity.
The usefulness of hybridity for reactionary forces is particularly pronounced in Latin America, 
where popular and state notions of nationality tend to celebrate a mestizo heritage. Post-
independence discourses and material manifestations of mestizaje envision the future by valorizing 
indigenous peoples’ glorious past and heroic resistance to the Spanish. This biological story of 
origins positions indigenous peoples, especially indigenous women, as patrimony.10 It also justifies 
inequalities and underwrites indigenismo, the drive for cultural assimilation that imbued institu-
tional efforts to engineer modern nation-states. With this conceptualization of hybridity, techno-
crats sought to diagnose the ailments of indigenous populations and then remedy the differences 
identified as prohibitive to progress.11 More recently, throughout Latin America these national 
narratives meld with neoliberal multiculturalism. Branding place with a depoliticized and pictur-
esque folkloric present designed to promote tourism allows indigeneity to be seen by states, corpo-
rations, and consumers as more natural or primitive, alluring but not threatening. This limits 
contemporary indigenous actors’ agency and options by establishing expectations of authenticity 
and then accusations of invention and illegitimacy.12
Given the risks of hybridity, how best to examine, describe and discuss the collaborative prac-
tices of visualization and the overlapping organizational geographies of indigenous video produc-
tion? Donna Haraway’s figuration of the cyborg provides a path for moving forward without 
forgetting the geopolitical dangers of representing agency. Designed to shake the tenacious hold 
that biological and cultural essentialisms have on political imaginations, Haraway’s cyborg meta-
phor embodies ‘a hybrid concept of community which disrupts the purification of culture and 
nature into distinct ontological zones, onto which the binary of “human” – “nonhuman” is then 
mapped.’13 In addition to the way the multiplicity of a cyborg’s subjectivity troubles categories in 
potentially libratory ways, two visual elements make the theorization of hybridity and marginali-
zation inherent to Haraway’s cyborg especially useful. One is her refusal to lose sight of techno-
logical mediation, and the other is her obsession with the politics of visibility. Without losing 
sight of struggles over how to see, Haraway locates visual technology as a key actor in the 
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assembly of knowledge about what is natural, real and moral.14 The second selling point of 
Haraway’s figuration of the cyborg is its view from the margins. Unlike the all-surveying skills of 
sight so symptomatic of white masculinist socio-spatial epistemologies,15 cyborg vision is partial – 
in two senses. It is geographically and culturally specific, which means that particular institutional, 
political, and socio-economic contingencies inevitably sculpt our translations. And second, such 
situated sight favors particular aesthetics, ethics, and politics. Cyborgs embody hybrid knowledge 
productions that deliberately turn the volume up and down in an effort to amplify historically 
marginalized voices.
Diffraction
One of the strategies Haraway uses to describe cyborg vision is diffraction.16 Cyborgs witness the 
socio-spatial processes and cultural practices of technoscience from multiple subject positions. 
Such a complex social geography ‘results from and leads to interruption, diffraction and, reinven-
tion.’17 Haraway explains that:
Diffraction does not produce ‘the same’ displaced, as reflection and refraction do. Diffraction is a mapping 
of the interference, not of replication, reflection, or reproduction. A diffraction pattern does not map where 
differences appear, but rather maps where the effects of difference appear . . . the first invites the illusion 
of essential, fixed position, while the second trains us to more subtle visions.18
Unlike reflections, which purport to mirror reality, diffractions describe interdependency and dis-
ruption as well as continuity. To show us a ‘diffracted narrative,’ Haraway tells a ‘simple . . . story 
based on little differences.’19 She structures her analysis with two ways of seeing a photograph of 
a Kayapo man videotaping Kayapo communities’ protest of a massive dam project in Brazil.
Her first look at the photograph operates with the epistemological assumption that:
The represented must be disengaged from surrounding and constituting discursive and non-discursive 
nexuses and relocated in the authorial domain of the representative . . . [and] . . . the represented is reduced 
to the permanent status of the recipient of action, never to be a co-author in an articulated practice among 
unlike, but joined, social actors . . . The authorship rests with the representor, even as he claims independent 
object status for the represented.20
From this point of view, this man has no agency of his own; rather, the viewer authoritatively inter-
prets his actions. Haraway calls this optics of theory the ‘political semiotics of representation’ and 
she operationalizes it thus:
The National Geographic Society, Discover magazine, and Gulf Oil – and much philosophy and social 
science – would have us see [the Kayapo man’s] practice as a double boundary crossing between the 
primitive and the modern. His representational practice, signified by his latest technology, places him in 
the realm of the modern. He is, then, engaged in an entertaining contradiction – the preservation of an 
unmodern way of life with the aid of incongruous modern technology.21
This image of a human and his seemingly surprising use of a video camcorder offers an exotic 
juxtaposition that fascinates many viewers. The transgression of cultural categories demarcated by 
teleological ideas about the technological progress – development – of humanity is regularly a best 
seller.
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To illustrate how this commercialized and category-driven story denies the Kayapo man’s vis-
ual agency, Haraway moves on to her second narration. Here she seeks to sidestep the slippery 
slope of representation by approaching both the Kayapo man and his camera as actants, i.e. ‘col-
lective entities doing things in a structured and structuring field of action.’22 To do this Haraway 
assumes a line of vision focused on connections instead of categories. ‘From [this] perspective of 
a political semiotics of articulation,’ observes Haraway:
. . . the man might well be forging a recent collective of humans and unhumans, in this case made up of the 
Kayapo, videocams, land, plants, animals, near and distant audiences, and other constituents.
Looking for, and working with, such linkages makes things appear different(ly) – mostly because 
we (viewers, analysts, readers, etc.) are involved. Haraway explains:
. . . meanings have to be approached differently, in terms of the kinds of collective action taking place and 
the claims they make on others – such as ourselves, people who do not live in the Amazon. We are all in 
chiasmatic borderlands, liminal areas where new shapes, new kinds of action and responsibility, are 
gestating in the world. The man using that camera is forging a practical claim on us, morally and 
epistemologically, as well as on the other forest people to whom he will show the tape to consolidate 
defense of the forest. His practice invites further articulation – on terms shaped by the forest people. They 
will no longer be represented as Objects, not because they cross a line to represent themselves in ‘modern’ 
terms as subjects, but because they powerfully form articulated collectives.23
Instead of seeing a spectacle of crossed boundaries, Haraway’s second look at this man and his 
camera seeks to initiate and foster accountability and action formulated ‘on terms shaped by the 
forest people.’24 Like Haraway, I think this is an important shift in investigative focus because it 
decolonizes knowledge production by investing an indigenous actor with potent agency. This theo-
retical move fosters political kinship.
Don’t be fooled, however; Haraway’s theoretical tale aims for much more than a mere good 
viewpoint/bad viewpoint comparison of audiences. Because it is told with a cyborg’s ‘double 
vision,’ the moral of this twice-told story about a photo of an indigenous man with a video camera 
emerges not only through contemplation of the differences between the two narratives, but also 
through their diffraction. While the first view is problematic, it does help to suggest why ‘[i]ndig-
enous people are resisting a long history of forced “tutelage”.’25 It demonstrates how institutions 
and individuals with headquarters and homes generally located far beyond the communities pro-
viding the ‘data’ or ‘resources’ or ‘problems’ for ‘authoritative’ inquiries into, and analyses of, 
matters of life and death have represented indigenous geographies. Indeed, the material and discur-
sive impacts of such epistemological practices have been, and remain, daily influences on the lives 
of people who position themselves and/or are positioned by other actors as indigenous.
Haraway’s second visualization seeks to avoid colonialist representational practices. Instead of 
starting with and then solidifying identity categories, this perspective focuses on process and a 
more fairly distributed sense of agency. Yet, even though Haraway’s second reading of the photo-
graph suggests he’s poised to do a lot of potential good, not every audience – perhaps not even the 
man with camcorder – will see eye-to-eye with Haraway’s attempt to avoid the essentialist tenden-
cies. For many indigenous actors involved in struggles over territory and resources, identity cate-
gories serve as political platforms, their colonialist origins be damned. And that’s the whole point 
of diffraction. Not everyone yearns to know about the same things. Rather than painting a complete 
picture without coloring outside distinct borders, Haraway’s two-part story about indigenous video 
offers a more ‘subtle vision’ whereby the two narratives interact. The reverberations caused by 
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their intersection trace an uneven geopolitical terrain where it’s difficult to envision cultural resil-
ience without an essentialized sense of indigeneity – perhaps because this is the lens through which 
many video viewers and media makers see indigenous communities.
Additionally, ethnographic knowledge of uneven access and the privileges of participation 
would surely complicate Haraway’s twice-told story even more forcefully. In the following I illus-
trate this point with a three-part story about Dulce Convivencia. The first part examines the video’s 
reception at film festivals. It resembles Haraway’s ‘political semiotics of representation’ because 
festival viewers see the video in terms of place-based categories of cultural origins. The second 
part speaks to Haraway’s call for a more hopeful ‘political semiotics of articulation.’ It records the 
geographical and intellectual movements that made Filo’s representation of place possible and well 
traveled. The third part draws on ethnographic knowledge to center Filo’s motivation for making 
Dulce Convivencia. This augments Haraway’s two-prong story-telling strategy with a ‘political 
semiotics of intervention.’ Bringing this third point of view into the picture intensifies awareness 
of the geopolitics of hybrid knowledge production. But before launching into my three-part dif-
fracted story about Dulce Convivencia, I need to summarize the video’s content.26
Dulce Convivencia
A filmmaker’s focus on the production of panela (raw brown sugar) in his hometown in Oaxaca provides 
insight into the strength and rewards of the indigenous way of life. (Description of Dulce Convivencia 
found on the Smithsonian’s National Museum of the American Indian website, Native Networks)27
The opening shot of Dulce Convivencia features Filo, the video maker, seated in front of an adobe 
wall. Addressing viewers in Mixe, he explains that after being away from his community he 
returned with a camera to record the process of producing panela (an unrefined cane sugar). He 
speaks over a montage of photographs of a young boy ‘recording’ with half a discarded hand mill 
food grinder and then appealing to an adult feeding sugar cane into a trapiche, a large wooden mill. 
Filo tells viewers that he wants to share what he saw when he recorded, and how people reacted to 
being recorded. When the montage ends we see Filo again. He lifts a remote control, points it off 
camera, and says, ‘Let’s roll!’
The video’s title appears superimposed first over the trapiche and then over a close-up of the 
expressed sugar cane juice bubbling as it boils. Next is a series of shots featuring a man and a 
woman individually speaking to the camera. Their words also provide voice-over during scenes 
of people packing up, traveling to, arriving at and settling into the rancho, or field hut where 
they stay during the sugar cane harvest and processing. Among other things, the man points out 
that no one is obliged to copy what comes from outside, but there is an obligation to conserve 
both inherited practices and natural resources; the woman compares the unknown dangers of 
refined sugar to the familiarity and everyday use of panela. Following this introduction to pan-
ela, the sugar cane harvest and panela production process takes place on camera. We see men, 
women, children, and grandparents working together while ambient sounds fill the soundtrack. 
Birds sing and insects buzz; mules munch; steel blades cut; juice boils and gets stirred in large 
tubs set into hillside ovens with roaring fires. Recorded whistling and foot tapping (by Filo’s 
father) also accompanies these scenes. There is no narrator. Instead the people chat with each 
other and talk with Filo, who jokes from behind the camera and samples a lump of the solidify-
ing panela that someone offers him. Sometimes the conversation is subtitled (in English or 
Spanish), other times it’s not.
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After we see large tubs scraped empty and wooden molds filled with the boiled sugar, the man 
interviewed earlier reappears. He observes that many people just fill their stomachs without know-
ing anything about what they eat. Filo then speaks about the virtues of panela during a slow motion 
shot of his hand holding a dried cone of the sweetener. Shots of panela wrapped in plant leaves and 
stored on a shelf over a cooking fire follow. Women make tamales, prepare coffee with panela, and 
serve others who have gathered for a meal. As these final scenes unfold Filo tells viewers that:
‘Convivencia’ is the way of life in indigenous communities. Where everyone shares the work, the good 
times and the suffering, while respecting each other. These are the main reasons why we can carry on as 
a community. This is what has allowed us to survive as indigenous peoples. Sweet is working together, 
even though the work is hard. That’s what I call ‘Dulce Convivencia’: the sweetness of living together.
Next we once more see Filo seated in front of the adobe wall. He thanks the viewers and says he 
appreciates the time taken to view the video. Then the credits roll alongside the grinding trapiche.
Representation
In this first of three examinations of Dulce Convivencia, I draw on the reviews of others to discuss 
its reception at a series of film and video festivals geared toward indigenous media. Comprised of 
selection and award juries, screening attendees, and renters of related DVD collections, festival 
audiences see beauty and belonging in Filo’s video. These viewers identify Filo as a community 
insider and herald his video’s genuineness. They agree that his video truthfully and artfully repre-
sents a place-based practice of collective labor. In its images and sounds they find valuable lessons 
about all kinds of sustainability.
Dulce Convivencia has been well-received by festival audiences since its festival debut in 
November 2005 at Geografías Suaves: CINE/VIDEO/SOCIEDAD, a regional event in Mérida, 
Mexico, where it won the Bichito de Maíz for best work spoken in an indigenous language. The 
following year it won the same honor at the International Cherokee Film Festival in Talequah, 
Oklahoma. It was also one of five works selected to receive Best Work recognition at Raíz de la 
Imagen, the eighth film and video festival of the Coordinadora Latinoamericana de Cine y 
Comunicación de los Pueblos Indígenas (CLACPI) held in the capital city of Oaxaca during the 
summer of 2006.28 The award jury at the CLACPI festival described its reasoning for recognizing 
Dulce Convivencia as a Best Work:
For the lyricism and the sensitivity with which the author approaches the community, which is represented 
not only in the beauty and simplicity of his images, but also in the positive and lucid spirit that emanates 
from the values expressed in collective work, environmental relations, and the traditional productive 
processes of agrarian peoples.29
Subsequent festival audiences offer similar assessments of the video maker’s notable proximity 
and artistic rendering of authentic place-centered communal practices. Their reviews echo Filo’s 
concluding comments about the collective labor being the key to survival.
In an overview of the Los Angeles installment of the National Geographic Society’s All Roads 
Film Festival30 published in the January 2007 issue of Documentary Magazine, contributing editor 
Taylor Segrest describes Dulce Convencia as a ‘minor masterpiece.’ He identifies it as the ‘most 
powerful film in the festival . . . [It] demonstrates how a straightforward subject (making panela, 
or unrefined sugar) can be treated with such understated reverence as to become a visionary 
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experience.’ With its transcendent aesthetics and earnest narrative, Dulce Convivencia captures the 
flavor of the All Roads Festival. Segrest says it embodies the festival’s ‘definitive theme,’ which 
he identifies as ‘indigenous cultures in conflict with modernity.’ Because of the ‘deeper respect and 
appreciation for their subject’ that characterize its 2006 selections, Segrest positions the All Roads 
Festival at ‘the forefront of an emerging indigenous filmmaking movement.’ This media move-
ment ‘. . . aims to utilize modern tools to proliferate awareness about some of our planet’s most 
enduring ways of living as expression, as document, as celebration, but also, in some cases as last-
second flare.’ Segrest ends his examination of the All Roads festival by referencing Filo’s video in 
his final observation that ‘[i]n all these documentaries, dulce convivencia can be tasted in one form 
or another – sometimes as a yearning, sometimes as a memory, but always there . . .’31
Given Segrest’s melancholy reading of some of the festival selections as signals shot from sink-
ing ships, it is not surprising that he situates the media screened in the festival as a ‘new and 
improved’ sort of salvage ethnography. Pursued by community insiders, these mediated perfor-
mances of place displace ‘the ethnographic middleman.’ Noting that the festival director told him 
the All Roads Project’s original mission was, and remains, presenting such material to ‘mass audi-
ences,’ Segrest argues that the works screened during this event aim to foster greater respect for 
cultural differences among non-indigenous viewers. Segrest connects the festival forum and Dulce 
Convivencia to larger movements pushing for greater indigenous self-representation.
Similar appreciation for the aesthetic merits of Dulce Convivencia and assumptions about its tar-
get audience inform a review composed by someone who watched the festival collection in his home. 
In April of 2009, Portland-based writer and university instructor Dennis Grunes came across Dulce 
Convivencia when he watched disc one of the 3-DVD set titled All Roads Film Festival Collection 2, 
which he had rented from Netflix. Afterward he posted his reading of it in the archive of film reviews 
on his blog. He begins with the following observations about audience, community, and labor.
Despite the title, which reflects the wider audience that the filmmaker hopes to affect and educate, Dulce 
Convivencia is in Mixe, the language of director-cinematographer Filoteo Gómez Martínez’s indigenous 
rural village, San Miguel Quetzaltepec in Oaxaca, Mexico, to which he has returned with camera in hand 
to document the process by which panela is made (it is used in beverages and desserts), beginning with the 
planting of sugar cane. Gómez has dedicated his film to those we see: parents, relatives, neighbors, all of 
whom he lists and – the word should take on deeper meaning here – credits. Although most of the film 
unobtrusively observes, someone along the way notes, ‘In our village we learn by helping.’ They share the 
work and respect one another.32
According to Grunes, the Spanish title suggests the video targets an audience located outside 
Quetzaltepec. Furthermore, Filo’s insider status allows him to unobtrusively document how collec-
tive work fosters mutual respect and enables greater self-sufficiency in his home community.
To emphasize the video’s authenticity, Grunes points to the video’s start, when Filo addresses 
the camera.
Young Gómez – at the beginning of his film he faces us – makes documentaries that show indigenous 
peoples in their normal lives. Here, he gives two aims for his film: to show not only the panela that is being 
made, but also the villagers’ reactions to the camera. The kid is being sly and wry; there is no reaction, only 
total acceptance and appreciation – a reciprocation of his attitude and spirit.
The villagers are traditional. A few persons say what is on their minds. People today generally don’t think 
about what they eat; they fill their bellies often not knowing the ingredients in their meals. These people 
raise their own food and prepare their own meals. The word self-sufficiency crops up.
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But it is images of labor that are most memorable: the cutting of the cane; the grinding it in a trapiche, a 
home-built sugar press. And the aura that is there in the village: the sense that the best thing for one person 
to do is to help everyone else.
According to Grunes, the video successfully achieves Filo’s first aim; he truthfully portrays panela 
production. The second aim Filo articulates is read as a joke. There is no discernable reaction to his 
recording of everyday practices. The video directly mirrors socio-economic and cultural practices 
in Quetzaltepec.
Echoing the other assessments, Grunes’s review of Dulce Convivencia suggests that the video’s 
undistorted vision of communal ties established and maintained through collective labor offers 
viewers alternatives to the alienation of individualism and unsustainable patterns of globalized 
consumption. Filo’s representation of Quetzaltepec seems to stir a yearning for sustainability and 
survival. Festival viewers correlate Filo’s plain and direct story-telling style in Dulce Convivencia 
with a naturalist aesthetic. Eschewing flashy editing for a steady-paced and logical sequencing of 
uncomplicated shots, mostly relying on a still camera, and focusing on natural sounds allows Filo 
to reveal his community’s reality.
I shared this assessment, until a gradual accumulation of evidence suggested that a ‘politics of 
representation’ that dwells on the video’s simplicity and straightforwardness fails to consider how 
Filo’s ‘pure’ vision manipulates viewers. While working with Filo to archive the still photographs 
he took during his video shoot in Quetzaltepec, I eventually realized that he had accompanied and 
recorded two different extended family groups’ sugar cane harvest and production of panela. 
Carefully sutured footage and viewers’ unfamiliarity with the residents of Filo’s pueblo prevents 
most audiences from seeing this. Furthermore, one group visible in Filo’s photographs used a metal 
mill for grinding up the cane and plastic pails to hold the liquid cane juice as it cooled and solidi-
fied into panela. While we see the people from this group in Filo’s video, we don’t see their imple-
ments. Like many documenters of indigeneity, Filo excised machines, along with plastic. His aim, 
he says, was aesthetic and culinary. Not only is the wooden sugar press more striking visually and 
audibly, but according to Filo many people from Quetzaltepec are convinced that a trapiche and 
wooden molds produce the ‘true taste’ of panela. Filo also had political reasons for crafting his 
vision of communal labor in the way he did, but before addressing those, I want to flesh out further 
the geographies of access and mobility that gave rise to Dulce Convivencia.
Articulation
The festival audience identified above celebrated Dulce Convivencia as a text that captures the 
sense of place and the spirit of belonging to an indigenous community. This second look at the 
video dwells on the video’s context. Out of concern that festival audiences miss the multiple ways 
indigenous videos mediate place, I want to contextualize the video with a narrative that focuses on 
intellectual exchange and technological support. My point in sharing this story about mobility and 
access is not to celebrate contingency (although its powerful influence must be recognized), but 
rather to underscore how Filo’s representation of place and the sweetness of belonging arose out of 
collective reflection, as well as his individual experience.
Growing up in San Miguel Quetzaltepec, a Mixe community in the Sierra Norte Mountains of 
Oaxaca, Filo helped with the seasonal chores that distinguish his family’s agricultural life. His 
family sent him to the capital city of Oaxaca to continue his studies.33 After high school, Filo 
remained in the capital to work, acquire some computer skills, and improve his Spanish. He also 
began to learn English, sometimes in classes, but most often in conversations with the tourists from 
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many parts of the world. In September 2000, I met Filo through the hostel where he worked. He 
discovered video more than two years later. After our wedding in May of 2003, Filo starting using 
a mini-DVD camcorder I had purchased the year before with a research grant. He liked it, so I sug-
gested he consider attending an upcoming workshop offered by some of the people I was 
interviewing.
That summer Filo used our camcorder to participate in the second of a series of visual media 
workshops collected beneath the title of Mirada Biónica/Bionic Gaze. A trio of media makers 
based in the capital city of Oaxaca coordinated these events. They drew upon their professional and 
personal relationships with artists, state and municipal agencies, and also a collection of media 
organizations to access equipment and space for screening, discussing, and teaching participants to 
design, record, and edit a video. Through his Mirada Biónica experience, Filo accessed an organi-
zational geography through which he met several indigenous, documentary, and/or experimental 
video makers. He also tapped into some pivotal places.
For instance, to create his first video (about our dog), he relied upon equipment housed in the 
Centro de Video Indígena (CVI), which had been established by the Instituto Nacional Indigenista 
(INI) in 1994. Not long after the start of President Fox’s administration, INI became the Comisión 
Nacional para el Desarrollo de los Pueblos Indígenas (CDI) and the CVI was downsized from a 
two-story residential home to office space above a hardware store. During his first Mirada Biónica 
workshop in 2003, Filo had met the director of the CVI while working in this institutional place. A 
couple months later, the director of the CVI invited Filo to represent Oaxaca at a CDI sponsored 
workshop on indigenous video convened from late October through December, partly in Ixhuatlancillo, 
Veracruz. Initially a young woman who had been working on projects at the CVI had been invited, 
but her parents wouldn’t allow her to attend the three-week out-of-state portion of the national work-
shop. Filo, on the other hand, was able to take advantage of this opportunity for state support.
This state sponsorship introduced Filo to even more academic advocacy and related indigenous 
activism. During the CDI workshop, Filo worked with the CVI director and two other young men 
from Oaxaca to produce a video titled UKEN KE UKEN y La Gotzona Educativa. Their video 
explored the efforts to revitalize the Zapotec language and traditions through the establishment of 
a cultural center in Yalálag, a pueblo in the Sierra Norte region.34 Featured in this video are scenes 
of a bedridden Juan José Rendón Monzón, a Mexican anthropologist who had facilitated the for-
mation of ethnolinguistic projects in Oaxaca. Rendón Monzón speaks about comunalidad, a con-
cept he and indigenous intellectuals from the region had formulated. As he explains in the video 
(and in his written work), comunalidad refers to the social cohesion characterizing indigenous 
communities that is created and fostered by collective practices of labor and celebration. Another 
key theorist of comunalidad is Jamie Martínez Luna, a Zapotec intellectual who represented the 
selection jury when Filo’s video Dulce Convivencia was recognized with a Best Work award at the 
CLACPI festival in 2006.35
In addition to unfolding in the state-run Center for Indigenous Video, the Mirada Biónica work-
shops also took place in the Universidad de la Tierra (known as the Unitierra), an alternative 
education center in the capital of Oaxaca run by post-development guru Gustavo Esteva and his 
associates.36 After learning about the Unitierra through Mirada Biónica, Filo participated in a 
social communications program it offered. He attended seminars and screenings there as he edited 
his video about the production of panela in San Miguel Quetzaltepec. It seems to me that in addi-
tion to comunalidad, Dulce Convivencia evokes one of the key themes discussed at this alternative 
education center: the concept of conviviality as described by the Austrian scholar Ivan Illich.37 
Illich’s use of the term adds to the notion of a friendly, festive, and food-oriented gathering (i.e., a 
convivial) a strong sense of long-term communal and environmental commitments from which 
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industrialization and professionalization alienate people. In fact, Filo says he was reading a Spanish 
translation of Illich’s 1973 book Tools for Conviviality as he edited footage into Dulce Convivencia.
Another part of Filo’s studies at the Unitierra was an internship with Ojo de Agua Comunicación, 
the media organization central to my investigation of indigenous video production. The fieldwork 
portion of my study ended when I returned to the US in August 2004. But since Filo could not yet 
legally enter the United States, he remained in Oaxaca and eventually became a full-time member 
of Ojo de Agua. Working with this fluctuating group of about eight people, half of whom self-
identify as indigenous, expanded Filo’s horizons. He traveled in Mexico and beyond to participate 
in video production projects as well as seminars, workshops, and festivals concerned with indige-
nous cultural and civic activism.38 Ojo de Agua provided Filo with creative and technical camara-
derie as he created Dulce Convivencia. This organization also facilitated his video’s post-production 
and subtitling, as well as its duplication and distribution through channels of exhibition that wel-
comed indigenous videos. As demonstrated in the first representation of Dulce Convivencia, Filo’s 
place-centered story of community cohesion pleased festival selectors, juries, and viewers.39 In 
addition to the venues mentioned in the first story, it screened at the National Museum of the 
American Indian’s Indigenous Film and Video Festival, and was exhibited during the Museum of 
Modern Art’s Annual Festival of Nonfiction Film in New York City. It was also shown during fes-
tivals in several Latin American countries, Canada, France, and Nepal.
Although these festival events screened Filo’s video and championed indigenous media as cul-
tural activism, to my knowledge they never sought to embed Dulce Convivencia or its maker 
within the state sponsored initiatives and transnational intellectual currents characterizing Oaxaca’s 
civil society. An unintended consequence of this lack of contextualization is the obfuscation of 
intellectual co-production. Furthermore, failure to connect indigenous activism with the often-
academic advocacy that helps mobilize it fosters a tendency to lose sight of state strategies of 
containment. Stimulated by Haraway’s ‘politics of articulation,’ my study of how Filo encountered 
ideas and accessed machines highlights knowledge exchange. It also brings the state back into 
view; however, the state appears as a source of benign support for technology transfers, workshops, 
and symposia. In the following story, I listen to Filo’s reasons for making Dulce Convivencia and 
learn to see a more shadowy state.40
Intervention
The previous story about the making of Dulce Convivencia narrates an academic argument for 
approaching indigenous videos as technology-mediated co-productions of indigeneity that arise 
out of contingencies, personal connections, and specific organizational geographies. But not all 
scholarly viewers will share my hopeful fascination with collaboration or so easily forgive the 
romanticism evident in the concept of comunalidad, Filo’s video, Ivan Illych’s work, and transna-
tional cultural advocacy. And as this final story demonstrates, ample evidence justifies such reser-
vations. The most recent upheavals transforming regional political economies don’t just restructure 
states, they also reconfigure indigenous communities in ways that further challenge collective 
practices and complicate visions of self-sufficiency. Such geopolitical complexity becomes more 
visible when Filo situates his cultural work.
In November of 2005, I was in Oaxaca visiting Filo and accompanied him on a trip to Xalapa, 
Veracruz for a symposium that brought together scholars and media activists.41 As a representative 
of Ojo de Agua, Filo participated in this forum for hybrid knowledge production and exchange by 
giving an overview of indigenous video making in Oaxaca. Also in attendance was Josefina 
Fernández, an Argentinean anthropologist who gave a scholarly paper titled ‘Cuerpos Desobedientes’ 
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[Disobedient Bodies], in which she discussed transgendered communities in Buenos Aires.42 Dulce 
Convivencia was screened the first evening. When the lights came up and a microphone appeared, 
Fernández was the first to speak. She critiqued Dulce Convivencia as an overly folkloric and there-
fore disempowering documentary. As proof of the video’s failure to transgress hallowed but retro-
grade assumptions that indigenous communities live in harmony with their environments, she 
pointed out the ‘naturalistic soundtrack’ featuring birds, rushing water, and whistling. You could 
have heard a pin drop in the small cinema as Fernández handed the microphone back to the mod-
erator. All eyes turned to Filo. At the time he had little to say. He thanked Fernández, observing that 
her critique helped him see Quetzaltepec and his video in new ways. And then, before handing 
back the microphone and sitting down, he noted that he had tailored Dulce Convivenica for an 
altogether different audience.
Since then, I have asked Filo about his response to Fernández. To answer to my queries, he usu-
ally begins by reminding me that he undertook this video project after a seven-year absence from 
his pueblo that was punctuated only by occasional, brief visits. When he traveled back there to 
record the panela harvest, he says he returned not only with our mini-DVD camcorder, but also 
with the idea that video could serve as a mirror in which the community might see itself. Sensitive 
to how easily he might be received as an inexperienced upstart who had gone to the city, acquired 
an education, and then returned to offer unsolicited advice, Filo figured his audience of 
Quetzaltepecanos merited the utmost respect. In no way should his video shock, scold, or lecture. 
Focusing on the images, sounds, and rhythms he thought his family and neighbors, young and old, 
would most like to see, he recorded a common practice of working together in a peaceful and pro-
ductive manner. His hope was (and is) to spark collective reflection among the residents of 
Quetzaltepec about place-specific traditions that fostered collaboration. This way Dulce 
Convivencia might contribute to community conversations about the current situation, recent 
events, and a communal future.
Furthermore, when he went home to record panela production, Filo says he saw Quetzaltepec 
with new awareness of the conflicts creating contentious changes there. Shortly before accessing 
video technologies and training in the summer of 2003, Filo had returned to Oaxaca after seven 
mostly miserable months living and trying to work without legal documentation in Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin. Since I was still obliged to be in Oaxaca during this time, we relied on the telephone, 
and then email, to stay in touch and plan a mutual future. These media also allowed me to keep Filo 
informed about his cousin, Gregorio Ramírez Aguilar, who had been elected Municipal President 
in November 2001. This position put Filo’s cousin in charge of the entire area comprising the muni-
cipio, an administrative unit akin to a county in the USA, of which the community of San Miguel 
Quetzaltepec is the county seat.
Gregorio gained this office through a hotly contested election that, for the first time in this com-
munity’s history, featured two separate polls. The Federal Election Institute chose to honor the results 
of the vote organized by regional political bosses with close ties to the PRI, Mexico’s dominant politi-
cal party.43 Gregorio had not worked his way up the ladder of social service distinguishing the tradi-
tional modes of local governance that men are expected to climb before getting named to this position 
by the community.44 This failure to observe local protocol compounded local dismay about the inten-
sified meddling by political parties in community affairs, and exacerbated the reluctance of many 
residents to accept Filo’s cousin as municipal president when he took office in early 2002.
A year later, rising tensions, both within Quetzaltepec and throughout the entire municipio, led 
to Filo’s cousin being jailed in a nearby agencia, a settlement within a municipio, in mid-May. The 
authorities had put Gregorio in jail to protect him from angry residents, who accused him of failing 
to disburse the municipal resources earmarked for this and other agencias.45 After his release was 
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brokered by state officials, Gregorio fled to the capital city of Oaxaca. When their store and home 
in Quetzaltepec were ransacked and burned, his parents soon joined him. A couple weeks later, Filo 
and I returned to Oaxaca as newlyweds. We took up residence in the capital city and worried as 
conditions deteriorated in Quetzaltepec. Armed groups clashed over claims to the municipal 
Presidency. Such confrontations resulted in several deaths, including that of a young man with 
whom Filo had delivered newspapers while he was a student in Oaxaca. Meanwhile, based in the 
capital with his family, Gregorio served out an unprecedented three-year term as municipal presi-
dent, doing little regarding community affairs, but still receiving a salary from the state govern-
ment headed by a PRI governor.46
While he engaged with video workshops and study programs and discussed the current situation 
with his parents during brief visits to Quetzaltepec, Filo says he began to embed the event within 
larger patterns of conflict and change. The decentralization of power undertaken as part of the 
neoliberal adjustments pursued by the Mexican government granted municipios more direct access 
to funds. This enhanced the ability of local decision makers to utilize these resources as they saw 
fit, which has heightened political parties’ interest in municipal governance. Furthermore, in 
Oaxaca the modification of the state constitution to legally recognize usos y costumbres, traditional 
forms of governance practiced by most indigenous communities, has fortified the authority of 
municipal administrations.47
Filo sets these local manifestations of state reforms alongside the ways that growing religious 
diversity in Quetzaltepec helps to dismantle systems of community governance and social service. 
As in many indigenous regions of Mexico, the individualism and other forms of isolation imported 
by evangelical churches and Jehovah’s Witnesses challenge communal practices of governance.48 
Additionally, the influx of consumer culture, fueled by increasingly accessible mass media, 
migrants’ remittances, and related fantasies about the American Dream, feeds discontent among 
youth. Filo connects these new cultural resouces to the shame he felt when he first arrived in the 
capital and heard co-workers, classmates, and kin criticize how he dressed and talked, especially if 
he spoke Mixe. All of these transformations and troubles were on Filo’s mind when he returned to 
Quetzaltepec to document the production of panela during the summer of 2004 and when he later 
sorted through and edited the footage he recorded. He was also struggling to reconcile the respect 
and admiration with which he had viewed his extended family members with a growing realization 
that his cousin was building a new home for his family in the capital city. All too clearly Filo saw 
they had nicely profited from the whole fiasco.
These geopolitical intersections shaped Filo’s efforts to represent the practice of collectively pro-
ducing panela. With a gentle reminder of this tradition, he sought to provide an antidote for ailments 
afflicting his pueblo.49 Not anticipating the great distance his video would travel, the diverse ways 
various audiences have seen Dulce Convivencia initially caught Filo off guard. Now he says he is far 
more appreciative of how his video can be understood differently. His concerns about being viewed 
as an upstart speaking out of turn, however, have not changed. Although he finds it difficult to avoid 
being identified as such, Filo remains reluctant to assume the position of spokesperson for his com-
munity, the Mixe region, Oaxaca, Mexico, or indigenous peoples in general. When I ask why, he says 
he lacks the knowledge [los datos] to presume to speak for others when so much is at stake.
Conclusion
Determined to provide the most polyvocal analysis possible, and to witness hybrid knowledge 
production without recourse to binary-bound formulations such as indigenous-non-indigenous 
and human-machine, I have examined Dulce Convivencia with the cyborgian strategy of 
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diffraction. This analytical angle allows me to render Filo’s video in three entangled ways. First, 
festival audiences celebrate its artistic representation of a culturally specific place. While their 
readings of Filo’s video sometimes hint at the ‘political semiotics of representation’ distinguish-
ing Haraway’s first look at the photo of a Kayapo man videotaping, I’m reluctant to dismiss their 
knowledge production as simply demeaning or entirely inaccurate. Whereas the endearing nature 
of indigenous social ties is often noted by viewers with nostalgia for what has been lost or is in 
danger of being lost, Dulce Convivencia doesn’t just stir romantic ideas about cultural resistance 
to commercialization. It also prompts viewer comments on, and questions about, the video’s con-
nections to local/slow/organic food movements. I’ve heard viewers commend the way Filo’s 
video inspires hope by visualizing possibilities for environmental sustainability. In many ways 
their emphasis on recovery and repair resembles the hopes for cultural sustainability that moti-
vated Filo to make the video.
In the second look at Dulce Convivencia, I seek to emulate Haraway’s ‘politics of articula-
tion.’ By studying the video’s making and subsequent movements, I locate the video within 
organizationally specific and technologically mediated cultural geographies. My analysis dem-
onstrates that the ideas and images found in Dulce Convivencia did not emerge out of nowhere; 
they did not arise directly from an isolated indigenous man’s experiences. Rather Filo’s video 
filters his transnational experiences through theoretical frameworks for identifying and discuss-
ing indigenous communities, as well as through fortunate access to technological exchanges. 
Looking at the roles played by advocates and other activists in visualizations of indigenous 
geographies highlights the potential of using video projects to co-produce knowledge about risk, 
responsibility, and vulnerability. Indigenous actors’ access and use of this sort of visual technol-
ogy engenders more inclusive conversations about development, governance, and sustainability. 
But hybrid knowledge production does not automatically or easily supersede the categorical 
conundrums of idealism and essentialism that inform the ‘politics of representation.’ State spon-
sorship and intellectual and technological collaborations may enable oppositional cultural poli-
tics, but that’s not the whole story.
The third examination of Dulce Convivencia goes beyond Haraway’s dual vision of the Kayapo 
man’s videotaping. To build on her strategy of diffracting a hegemonic, institutional view with a 
more generous reading of social agency, I take advantage of intimate relations to undertake, and 
listen to, extended conversations with an indigenous media maker. Filo responds to another aca-
demic’s condemnation of his video’s style by identifying his target audience. In the process of 
spelling out his aesthetic and political aims, he links his video with all kinds of other geopolitical 
representation and transnational experience. Despite Filo’s faith in video as a mirror that can reflect 
undistorted representations of reality, his video is no maudlin study of the past. Rather it is a study 
of a specific communal tradition practiced in Quetzaltepec that Filo created in the hope of intervening – 
from a distance – in the future of a community he still considers his own. Examining Dulce 
Convivencia from the perspective of the person who made it brings into the picture violent cultural 
geographies characterized by privilege and state sanctioned corruption.
And yet, those who view the video through festival channels might never know this, much less 
suspect the geopolitical urgency of its message. All too easily audiences encounter work like Dulce 
Convivencia in settings such as festivals and museum showcases designed to celebrate indigeneity, 
tradition, and related notions of naturalism and spirituality. Identifying media makers like Filo as 
auteurs acting on their own obscures the collaboration and privileged mobilities that make their 
mediated performances possible. This relatively benign sleight of hand on the part of many festi-
vals fails to provide insight into where others might look for and perhaps tap into the sorts of 
geographies of access, advocacy, and activism that made video like Dulce Convivencia possible.50 
Observing these socio-spatial-technological opportunities requires diffracted stories. These sorts 
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of stories help us see this larger picture, especially when the stories are told with the benefit of 
extended ethnographic inquiry into the making and meanings of visualizations like Dulce 
Convivencia. Indeed, this kind of fieldwork provides common ground for decolonizing scholarly 
authority. And in turn, diffraction and decolonization facilitate hybrid reconstructions, which in the 
end are far more insightful and therefore more valuable than expert deconstructions delivered from 
nowhere.
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